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ABSTRACT 
The goal of the work is to shed light on the behaviour of humic acids in aqueous solutions 
with special respect to dissociation and solubility. The dissociation of humic acids was 
studied by their partial dissolution in water and in salt solutions having different ionic 
strengths. Investigated humic acids originated from both lignitic and soil sources, and one of 
them was plasma pre-treated. Characterization methods of choice were potentiometry, 
conductometry, and UV/VIS spectroscopy. The apparent dissociation constants were 
calculated according to Henderson-Hasselbalch plot. Another task was the determination of 
the apparent activity coefficients of acidic functional groups. Further it was studied the 
solubility of humic acid in aqueous solutions of salts. The dependences of pH values, 
conductivities and absorbances both on the content of humic acid in samples and on the ionic 
strength of used solutions were plotted. The kinetics of the humic acids dissociation was 
studied in the next step. Obtained experimental data were compared with previously 
suggested model assuming multi-step mechanism of humic acid interaction with water. The 
behaviour of all samples under study corresponded to such a multi-step mechanism. It was 
confirmed that degree of humic acids dissociation in aqueous solution decreases with 
increasing contents of humic acid as well as in the aqueous solutions of salts with increasing 
ionic strength.   

 

ABSTRAKT 
Tato práce se zabývá chováním huminových kyselin ve vodných roztocích a to především 
jejich disociací a rozpustností. Disociace huminových kyselin byla studovaná jejich 
částečným rozpuštěním ve vodě a v roztocích solí o různých iontových silách. Analyzované 
huminové kyseliny pocházely jak z lignitických tak i půdních zdrojů a jedna z nich byla 
upravena plazmatem. Metodami použitými při experimentech byla potenciometrie, 
konduktomerie a UV/VIS spektroskopie. Podle Henderson-Hasselbalchovy závislosti byly 
vypočítány zdánlivé disociační konstanty. Dále byly určeny zdánlivé aktivitní koeficienty 
kyselých funkčních skupin. Poté byla studovaná rozpustnost huminových kyselin ve vodných 
roztocích solí. Byly sestrojeny závislosti pH hodnot,  vodivostí a absorbancí jak na obsahu 
huminových kyselin ve vzorku tak na iontové síle roztoku. Studována byla také kinetika 
disociace huminových kyselin. Získaná data byla srovnána s navrženou hypotézou 
předpokládající několikakrokový mechanismus disociace huminových kyselin. Chovaní všech 
vzorků huminových kyselin odpovídalo navrženému mechanismu. Bylo potvrzeno, že stupeň 
disociace huminových kyselin ve vodných roztocích klesá s rostoucím obsahem huminové 
kyseliny stejně tak jako ve vodných roztocích solí s rostoucí iontovou silou.  

 

KEYWORDS 
humic acids, solubility, dissociation  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Humic substances (HSs) are studied more than 200 years and due to their complicated 
structure they are thought to be the least understood material on the Earth. The reason can be 
seen in their complex chemical composition as well as in their function in both terrestrial and 
aquatic environments [1]. 

Structural and physical properties are critical to understanding the reactivity of humic 
substances with organic and inorganic contaminants, their crop boosting activity, soil and 
water protective function and many others. Further, their technological potential should not be 
neglected since humic substances-rich raw materials represent the tremendous potential to 
develop the environment-friendly and compatible products.  

In light of above discussion, it is necessary to develop and test new techniques and 
approaches to understand the physical structure of HSs which together with information on 
their chemical structure should provide the additional insight into chemistry of such 
fascinating compounds.  
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2. STATE-OF THE ART 

2.1 Soil  
In general, soil is a mixture of materials, principally ground up rock, organic material and 
water. Its properties result from the net effect of all these interactions [1]. Technically soil 
forms the pedosphere. It is the interface between the lithosphere and the biosphere, the 
atmosphere, and the hydrosphere [2]. The soil is from the agricultural and environmental 
point of view very simply defined as a part of natural environment of the Earth forming from 
regolith of superficial rock and decaying debris of organism [3]. It is formed slowly and the 
own process is a combination of physical, chemical, biological and anthropogenic effects on 
soil parent material but it can be easily destroyed. Therefore, soil conservation is important 
for continued support of life. It is an open dynamic system with the proceeding mass and 
energy flow. Climate, vegetation, agricultural cultivation, bedrock or land topography are the 
examples of soil-forming factors that define the soil quality and production rate. Microbes in 
the soil cause the breakdown and decay of dead organisms, a process that in turn adds more 
nutrients to the soil.  

2.1.1 Soil organic matter 
The soil organic matter (SOM) consists of non-living components which are a heterogeneous 
mixture composed largely of products resulting from the microbial and chemical 
transformations of organic debris (Fig. 1). The SOM can exist in different morphological 
patterns which are the bases of the classification of so called forms and types of humus. 
Therefore it is usually included in the term humus. The SOM is usually subdivided into humic 
substances and non-humic substances [4]. The non-humic substances include those with still 
recognizable chemical structure and properties e.g., carbohydrates, proteins, fats, waxes, 
pesticides, amino acids, resins, dyes and other low molecular organic substances that are 
easily exceptionable by soil microorganism. By contrast the HSs are characterized by their 
unidentification. Almost 80 % of the soil organic matter is formed by the HSs (Tab. 1) which 
are unidentifiable, amorphous, partly, aromatic, and weak polyelectrolyte. HSs are also 
present in waters, peat, sediments, lignite and coal. It is very difficult to separate both these 
groups because some non-humic substances are sometimes bounded with HSs.  

 

Tab. 1 Percentage distribution of component in soil organic matter [5] 

Material type Usual percentage range
(by weight) 

Lipids 1–6 
Carbohydrates 5–25 

Proteins/Peptides/Amino Acids 9–16 
Non-humic substances 

Other trace 
Humic Substances 60–80 
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Fig. 1 Position of soil organic matter [1] 

 

There are different types of HSs in the soil. The content of HSs in soil depends on kind of 
soil. In acid, leached soils, which are often sandy, substantial and portions of the organic 
matter, is in the form of plant debris and fulvic acids. In neutral and alkaline soils a large 
percentage of the organic matter is present in the form of humic acids (HAs) and humins. 

 

2.1.2 Lignite  
Lignite can be defined as a transition organic-metal substrate on the way of its transformation 
from plant phytomass in high degrees of dehydrated and simultaneously deoxidized coal [6]. 
Lignite is geologically the youngest kind of brown humus coal. Other properties are depended 
on its origin and on the depth from where it comes.  

 

It represents a morphological and molecular polydisperse system containing: 

 a complex of cyclic/aromatic compounds with important reactive groups (i.e. phenol 
hydroxide, carboxyl, etc.) 

 a large amount of water located both at free volume of lignite's particles (pores, micro 
cracks of original intercellular space of plant tissue system of maternal matter), and 
water physically bound to oxidized carbon structures 

 particular mineral units based on the compounds of silicon, aluminium, iron and other 
elements 

 macroscopic components of random origin and occurrence. 

Organic compounds of soil 

Living organism 
(edaphon) 

Soil organic matter
Types and 

forms of SOM

Unaltered materials 
Transformed products 

(humus) 

Nonhumic substances Humic substances 
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Physical model of the structure contains: 

 fibrous, laminar and in a various way spatially symmetrical and nonsymmetrical 
components in a different stage of calcification 

 micro a macro dissipation of admixture 
 free inner volume containing: capillaries, micro cracks, and vacuoles. 

 

Thus lignite presents a very complicated macromolecular complex mostly of polyelectrolytes 
polysaccharides, polyaromates, and carbon chains modified by sulphuric or nitrogenous 
groups containing oxygen segments linked with main chains [7], [8], [9]. 

 

2.2 Humic substances 
The humic substances are compound ubiquitous in the environment which includes water, 
soils, sediments, lignite. Therefore many scientists have studied them, especially their 
structure, for long periods. The humic substances are formed from the biological and 
chemical decomposition animals and plants and make up approximately 75 percent of the 
organic matter that exists in the most mineral soils. These natural substances have relatively 
high-molecular-weight and amorphous behaviour [10]. The mixtures of the humic substances 
are highly heterogeneous and chemical reactive molecules. They are responsible for brown or 
black colour of river and lakes. Their properties such as elemental composition, structure and 
the number and position of the functional groups are independent on the origin, age of 
materials and on the degree of humification. According to the recent results, it is suggested 
that humic substances are a mixture of plant and microbial carbohydrates, protein and lipids, 
together with partially degraded lignin and tannins and also including microbial material such 
as melanins and other polyketides [11]. 

 

2.2.1 The formation of humic substances  
The formation of humic substances is one of the most intriguing aspects of humus chemistry. 
This subject of formation was and has been the theme of much speculation. Several pathways 
exist for the formation of humic substances during the decay of plant and animal remains in 
soil [1]. Today there are four main pathways by which the HSs are formed in the sediments. It 
is assumed that all four pathways are in progress simultaneously but in the different range and 
with the different importance, according to their location and the kind of sediment. In practice 
all four pathways must be considered as likely the mechanism for the synthesis of humic and 
fulvic acids in nature, including the amine condensation. These four pathways may operate in 
all soils, but not to the same extent or in the same order of importance. A lignin pathway may 
predominate in poorly drained soils and wet sediments (swamps, etc.) whereas the synthesis 
from polyphenols may be of considerable importance in certain forest soils [12]. 

The pathway of formation of HS is shown in (Fig. 2) [1], [11], [13]: 
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Fig. 2 Mechanism of all formations of soil humic substances (pathway 1 – the lignin theory, 
pathway 2 and 3 – the polyphenol theory, pathway 4 – sugar—amine condensation) [1] 

 

The lignin theory is classical formation of HSs which is popularized by Waksman. It is due to 
the fact that humic substances represent modified lignins (pathway 4) but the majority of 
present-day investigators favour a mechanism involving quinines (pathway 3).  

 

2.2.1.1 The lignin theory 
For many years it was thought that the HSs were derived from lignin (pathway 1). According 
to this theory, lignin is incompletely utilized by microorganism and the residuum becomes 
part of the soil humus. The modification in lignin includes a loss of methoxyl (–OCH3) groups 
with the generation of o-hydroxyphenols and oxidation of aliphatic side chains to form 
COOH groups. The modified material is a subject to further unknown changes to yield the 
first HAs and then fulvic acids (FAs). This pathway is shown in figure (Fig. 3). 

The following evidence was cited by Waksman in support of the lignin theory of humic acid 
formation: 

 both lignin and HAs are decomposed with considerable difficulty by the great majority 
of fungi and bacteria 

 both lignin and HAs are partly soluble in alcohol and pyridine 
 both lignin and HAs are soluble in alkali and precipitated by acids 
 both lignin and HAs contain (–OCH3) groups 
 both lignin and HAs are acidic in nature 
 when lignin is warmed with aqueous alkali, it is transformed into methoxyl-containing 

HAs 
 HAs have properties similar to oxidized lignins. 

 

Plant residues 

Transformation by microorganisms 

Modified lignins 

Sugars Polyphenols Amino Compounds Lignin 
decomposition 

Humic substances 

Quinones Quinones 

1 

3 

4 

2 
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Fig. 3 The lignin theory [1] 

 

The lignin theory was refused in the middle of 20th century due to the problem with content of 
nitrogen in HSs.  

 

 

2.2.1.2 The polyphenol theory 
This theory includes two pathway of humus synthesis. In pathway 3 (Fig. 2) lignin still plays 
an important role in humus synthesis, but in a different way. In this case phenolic aldehydes 
and acids released from lignin during microbiological attack undergo enzymatic conversion to 
quinones, which polymerize in the presence or absence of amino compounds to form humic-
like macromolecules. The other way of synthesis of polyphenols (pathway 2 in Fig. 2) is from 
nonlignin C sources (e.g., cellulose). The polyphenols are then enzymatically oxidized to 
quinones and converted to humic substances. Both pathways are shown in Fig. 4. The 
formation of brown-colored substances by reactions involving the quinones is not a rare 
event, but is a well-known phenomenon that takes place in melanine formation, such as in the 
flesh of ripe fruits and vegetables following a mechanical injury and during seed coat 
formation. 
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Lignin building units Residium 

Further utilization by 
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fragmentation to 
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Fig. 4 The polyphenol theory [1] 

 

2.2.1.3 Sugar – amine theory 
The notion that humus is formed from sugars (Fig. 2, pathway 4) dates back to the early days 
of humus chemistry. According to this concept (Fig. 5) reducing sugars and amino acids, 
formed as by-products of microbial metabolism undergo non-enzymatic polymerization to 
form brown nitrogenous polymers. The disadvantage of this theory is that the reaction 
proceeds rather slowly at temperature found under normal soil conditions. However, the 
drastic and frequent changes in the soil environment (freezing and thawing, wetting and 
drying), together with the intermixing of reactants with mineral material having catalytic 
properties, may facilitate the condensation. An attractive feature of the theory is that the 
reactants (sugars, amino acids etc.) are produced in abundance through the activities of 
microorganisms. 

The initial reaction in this method involves addition of the amine to the aldehyde group of the 
sugar to form the n-substituted glycosylamine. The glycosylamine subsequently undergoes to 
form the N-substituted-1-amino-deoxy-2-ketose. All of these compounds are highly reactive 
and readily polymerize in the presence of amino compounds to form brown-colored products. 
HSs are formed from purely chemical reaction in which microorganism do not play a direct 
role except to produce sugar from carbohydrates and amino acid from proteins. 

Lignin 

Phenolicaldehydes    
and acids 

Further utilization by 
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Celulose and other 
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Fig. 5 The theory of sugar-amine condensation [1] 

 

2.2.2 Classification of humic substances  
There are several ways of classification of HSs. Operationally, HSs are divided into three 
basic groups according their acido-basic solubility [11]:  

 fulvic acids (FAs)– are soluble under all pH conditions so-called soluble under acidic 
and basic conditions, this fraction remains in the aqueous acidified solution  

 humic acids (HAs) – are  soluble in dilute alkaline solution, but are precipitated by 
acidification of the alkali extract 

 humins – are insoluble at any pH values, are not extracted by dilute bases or acids  

 

It is known the division of HAs according to their colour – brown humic acids which do not 
coagulate with the addition of electrolyte in the basic solution and the grey ones which 
contrariwise coagulate with the addition of electrolyte. There exists the theory, that dark 
colored HSs are affected by presence of components having high molecular mass. At first 
sight, the differences in their features are obvious (Fig. 6). The FAs are yellow, the HAs are 
either brown or grey and humins are usually black. Available data suggest similarity to each 
other except the slight differences in ultimate analysis, functional groups as well as aliphatic 
and aromatic content, the degree of polymerization and the variation in molecular weight. The 
changes in the content of carbon and oxygen, in the acidity are connected with the rise of 
molecular weight.  

Sugar +Amino 

Reductones furfurals Fission products 
(acetol, diacetyl) 

N-substituted 
glycosylamine 

Aminodeoxyketose 

Brown nitrogenous 
polymers 

dehydration fragmentation 
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Analytical characteristics of HAs and FAs:  

 HAs contain more C, H, N and S but less O than fulvic acids, 
 FAs are richer in phenolic OH, ketonic C=O and carboxylic COOH groups but they 

are less aromatic than humic FAs, 
 HAs are richer in ether and heterocyclic groups than FAs, 
 HAs have higher molecular weights than FAs [14]. 

 

From analytical data published on humins, it appears that humins are similar to HAs, except 
that the humins are strongly chelated to metals and bound to clays, becoming insoluble [14].  

 

 
Fig. 6 Classification of HSs [1] 

 

Percentage content of individual humic fractions in humus is different according to the kind 
of soil. Peak and grass humus is predominantly formed from HAs while forest humus 
contains higher proportion of FAs. The ratio of HAs and FAs in the soil mostly drops with 
depth of collection of samples. 

The question of absolute molecular weight of HAs has not been answered yet because the 
HAs are heterogeneous mixture and their composition depends on the source, type of 
extraction etc. A related feature distinguishing FAs from HAs is that the former have lower 
molecular weight and greater functional group density. The molecular weight range 
commonly quoted for FAs is from 500 to 5000 Da while it is more than 5000 Da for HAs. 
Even it can extend to values more than 1 000 000 Da [9]. The recent experimental results 
indicated molecular weight of HAs significantly lower that it was previously believed, i.e. 
hundreds Da [12]. Hence a new view has been introduced which describes HSs as relatively 
small molecules (up to 2000 Da) which are associated into larger aggregates by weak 
interactions [15]. According to Stevenson the molecular weight of HSs ranges from 500 D for 
aquatic HSs to more 106 D for soil HAs. It is important to take into account that carbon and 
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oxygen contents, acidity and degree of polymerization all change systematically with 
increasing molecular weight [1]. 

 

2.2.3 Elemental composition and model structure of humic acids 
Elemental compositions of HAs depend on the origin, occurrence, age and type of extraction. 
Elemental analyses show that HAs mainly consists of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. Further, 
nitrogen, sulphur and phosphor presence can be identified. The carbon content of HAs ranges 
from 53.8 to 58.7 % in case of soil HAs, for coal ones it is slightly larger. The oxygen content 
varies from 30 to 35 %. Other percentages belong to hydrogen (3.2–7 %), for nitrogen (0.8–
4.3 %) and for phosphor (about 3%). It is usually reported the result of elemental analysis as 
the ratio of C/O and C/H. Generally, it applies that the lower C/O and C/H ratios may reflect 
higher amount of –COOH and carbohydrates and lower aromaticity character and degree of 
condensation.  

HAs are a mixture which is composed of aliphatic chain and aromatic rings with the specific 
content of functional groups which are linked together [16]. In the structure of humic acids it 
can be found a variety of functional groups, including carboxylic –COOH, –OH, enolic OH, 
quinone, hydroxyquinone, lactone, ether, and alholic groups. Except those, nitrogen, sulfur 
and phosphorus functional groups or bridges can be found in small amount. The position and 
the number of functional groups depends on condition of sources, on the temperature of soil 
from which were extracted. In fact, both polar and nonpolar moieties can be identified in 
HAs. Chemically, they can not be characterized by the uniform structural formula. 

A lot of scientists have attempted to elucidate the structure of HSs for long decades and 
models of HAs were suggested by Haworth, Stein, Stevenson (Fig. 7), Schulten and Schnitzer 
(Fig. 8) and many others. 

 

 
Fig. 7 The structure of HAs by Stevenson [11] 
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Fig. 8 Only a part of structure of HAs by Schulten and Schnitzer [11] 

 

Figure (Fig. 9) plots the traditional concept of HSs structure where they are   represented as 
the randomly coiled polymers in globular conformation. 

 
Fig. 9 Depiction of the traditional concept of HAs as randomly coiled macromolecules [17] 
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Another view of HAs structure is that they form the polydisperse macromolecules which are 
formed by the polymerization of biological monomers [18]. These monomers have different 
molecular weight.  

Next concept of the HAs structure is based on amphiphilic nature of HAs and is called like 
micellar concept or model where intramolecular and intermolecular aggregations are present, 
i.e. clustering of molecules into the units containing hydrophobic centre as well as in case of 
micelles of surface-active chemical [5].  

The most of scientists tent to the opinion of Piccolo suggesting a supramolecular structure of 
HAs. Piccolo examined the HAs by either low pressure or high performance size exclusion 
chromatography. Obtained results have shown that the large molecular size reported for HAs 
is only superficially apparent and that they should instead be considered as self–assembled 
supramolecular associations of heterogeneous molecules (only 2000 Da). The conformations 
of HAs in solutions appeared to be stabilized mainly by weak dispersive forces such as van 
der Waals, π–π, or CH–π and hydrogen bonding. Such humic associations show only 
apparent high molecular dimensions, which can be reversibly disrupted by either treating 
humic solutions with low concentrations of mineral and mono carboxylic acids or slightly 
varying the mobile phase composition but keeping the ionic strength constant [19].  

Simpson used NMR technique for the investigation of HSs(Fig. 10). Since humic materials 
are complex mixtures of many components, which vary in ratio and structure with sample 
origin and sample procedure. While aggregates will likely be „held together“ through a 
complex combination of hydrophobic associations, charge interactions, hydrogen bonds, and 
metal bridging. Results of this study are important due to the metal ions which play a crucial 
role in aggregate formation and stability [20].  

 
Fig. 10 A new concept, humic substances are in fact of relatively low molecular weight and 
associate in the present of metals to form an aggregate (the red spheres represent metal 
cations, the blue ones polypeptides, the green ones aliphatic chains, the black ones 
polysaccharides and the brown units aromatic lignin fragments [20]. 
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Šmejkalová and Piccolo published the article where they studied aggregation and 
disaggregation of humic supramolecular assemblies by DOSY-NMR combined with viscosity 
measurements. The results showed a large extent of aggregation and dissaggregation observed 
for HAs and FAs but no aggregation was detected under similar condition for true 
macropolymeric standard [21].  

 

2.2.4 Chemical and physical properties of humic acids 
In general, the HAs are not soluble under acidic conditions (pH < 2) but they are soluble at 
basic pH values. The acidic treatment causes the precipitation of them. HAs are very poorly 
soluble in water. But the certain amount of HAs is dissolved in water, the solutions are from 
yellow to brown color intensity and can reek. From the point of chemical view HAs are 
relatively strong acids therefore they can form true salts and decompose the mineral salts such 
as calcium carbonate. This fact also confirmed their nomenclature. On the other hand HAs 
have relatively high buffer capacity in the wide range of pH values. Although their 
contribution to buffer capacity of soil is not accurately confirmed, it is known that the soils 
containing these compounds are excellent buffer [22].  

HAs exhibit properties characteristic of colloidal particles in acid solution and in the presence 
of metal ions [23]. They have high complex ability due to the high content of carboxyl and 
hydroxyl functional group in their structure. The colloidal particles of HAs have negative 
charge and this isoelectric point is in the acid region [24] therefore they have surface-activity 
behaviour. Another ability of HAs is that they are able to solubilize hydrophilic materials. 
Therefore they behave like hydrophobic materials. As the temperature of solution increased, 
humic acids tend to aggregate more and become more effective detergent. In solution, humic 
acid behaves as micellar colloids. In contrast, in publication [25] the authors found out that 
the aggregation of HAs cannot be described in terms of the common theory of micellization 
and critical micellar concentration. It was proved by means of high resolution ultrasonic 
spectroscopy that some critical aggregation concentration for  HAs is very low (equal to or 
lower than 0.001 g. L-1) and actual size, type and structure of aggregates change with 
changing concentration. 

HAs can interact with many pollutants including heavy metal, explosives, pesticides and other 
organic compounds. Due to this fact they influence the increase of photo-degradation of 
contaminants and of apparent water solubility of highly insoluble compounds. On the other 
hand it decreases biological uptake and toxicity [26]. 

 

2.3 Dissociation and solubility of humic acids 
Only small group of scientists deals with the solubility of HAs moreover this task is very 
important to understand their behaviour and relation between HSs in soils and natural water. 
In general solubility of HSs is dependent on pH, ionic strength and the nature of the 
electrolyte ions. HAs are lightly dissociated thereby showing their polyanionic character 
therefore they can link with the cations. The dissociation constant of the first degree is in the 
range from 10-4 to 10-5. It is known that the apparent acid dissociation constants of HAs 
increases by 2–4 pK units as ionization of the humic carboxylate groups proceeds. This 
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change in apparent acid strength is due to the increase in electrical charge on the humic 
molecules. In addition, the proton dissociation reactions are very complicated because the 
HSs are heterogeneous with respect to proton dissociating groups and molecular size [27].  

 

2.3.1 General information about polyelectrolytes 
The HAs behave like weak polyelectrolytes therefore their behaviour may be compared to 
them. Their polyelectrolytic properties are connected with the types of acidic functional 
groups in their structures.  

In general, polyelectrolytes are high polymeric compounds. In their structures there are the 
side chain containing the functional group which are able to dissociate electrolytic. After the 
dissociation the macroion with the number of elemental charges and adequate number of 
small counterions are formed. Therefore these particles occurring in the solution carry certain 
charge that it arose by dissociation.   

The polyelectrolytes are usually divided according to the nature of the groups which are apt to 
dissociation:  

 Basic polyelectrolytes – containing only basic functional groups, e.g. 3NH+−  
 Acidic polyelectrolytes – containing acidic functional groups, e.g. 3COO , OSO− −− −  
 Amorphous polyelectrolytes – containing both type of functional groups – acidic and 

basic ones 
 

Whereas the strong acidic groups dissociate completely, weak acidic and basic groups are 
dissociated only to certain dissociation degree. It is important to realize that the same types of 
functional groups do not need to have the same values of the dissociation constants [28]. 
 

2.3.1.1 Dissociation of weak polyelectrolytes in the water solution  
Assuming that the HAs behave like the weak polyelectrolytes it can be applied the theory that 
was deduced in the book [29]. According to this theory humic acids should dissociate on 
relevant ions in solution. It follows that the reverse process reacts against this dissociation and 
it can be seen the formation of non-dissociate molecules from ions. Both these reverse 
processes compensate each other and this reaction leads to the condition of equilibrium.  

If it is assumed that the humic acid dissociate like weak polyelectrolytes, the dissociation is 
shown in the stoichiometric equation 

 HA↔ H+ + A-  (1) 

and it must apply this chemical balance (2), where μ are chemical potentials of ions.  

 0
AHHA =++− −+ μμμ   (2) 

After this condition it can be written equation for dissociation constant at certain temperature 
and pressure (3) 
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 If equation (1) is taken into account it is possible 
to apply the degree of dissociation α like in the equation (4) 
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From all equation it can be concluded that the degree of dissociation increases with the 
dilution, i.e. with the decreasing concentration. It also follows that the weak polyelectrolytes 
are totally dissociated at the infinitely dilute solution. It is important to consider that the HAs 
belong among the polyacidic acid which contain more than one removable proton in their 
structure  

The authors [30] described the acidity constant in dependence on molecular size. Model of 
carboxyl acidity applied to HSs was studied by potentiometric titration of polycarboxylic 
acids of intermediate size that was from 4 to 20 acidic groups. The acidity of large poly-acids 
is typically represented by the apparent thermodynamic constant Kapp calculated by equation 
(5) 
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where [ ]HA  and [ ]−A  refer to functional group molarities, not molecular molarities and α is 
the fractional dissociation according to the equation (6) 
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Frequently pKapp is written as a function of pKint and α in equation (7) 

 )(fpp int α+= KKapp   (7)  

where pKint is defined as the site constant one of N identical acid groups on the neutral 
molecule. f(α) is a function of the ionic strength I and of polyacid structure and conformation. 
From all these experiments it is concluded that the models of HSs acidity must be explicitly 
consider the size domain of the humic mixture and the polar effect of uncharged polar groups.  

 

2.3.2 The study of humic acid dissociation, solubility and acid-base properties  
Kipton [31] published the results where they tried to examine the solubility of HAs in water 
solution of the several electrolytes at different pH values and ionic strength. In this 
experiment they used the gel permeation chromatography with equilibrium dialysis. They 
concluded that the solubility of HAs increased with the increase in pH and decreased with 
increase in ionic strength.  

The authors of the article [32] carried out the potentiometric experiment on the proton binding 
equilibria of HAs extracted from dark loessial soil. They proposed the affinity spectrum to 
treat the experimental data. According the affinity spectra they found the direction of the 
titration and from these titration curves they estimated the amount of the acidic functional 
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groups with certain dissociation constant. Further, they derived the overall degree of 
dissociation which they based on the fact, that the HAs contains many kinds of acidic 
functional groups. The overall degree of dissociation (8) can be expressed like the summation 
of the individual acidic functional groups 
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where ci and Ki are the concentration and dissociation constants of acidic functional groups 
which are present in the molecules of HAs and [ ]iL  is the concentration of ionized functional 
groups.  

In another work [27] they used the Debye-Hückel theory for describing the effect of 
electrostatic interaction on proton dissociation of HAs. The application of this theory 
provided a straightforward way to separate electrostatic effect on proton dissociation from the 
effects of the heterogeneity in dissociating groups.  

In the work [22] they studied some properties of HAS such charge behaviour, acid-base 
properties (apparent dissociation constant). For their research they used the potentiometric 
titration and differential scanning potentiometry. Potentiometric titration can be used to 
determine average pKapp. With this simple methodology it is possible to separate in three 
domains the acidic functional groups of the macromolecules. The different scanning 
potentiometry allows determination of the pKapp values in a narrower range of pH than the 
potentiometric titration and another simple methodology to study acid-base behaviour of 
humic acids. The determinated pKapp values for humic samples correspond to known acidic 
functional groups which are present in the molecule of HAs.  

Shaban and Mikulaj [33] studied the solubility of HAs as a function of pH and they tried to 
clarify the influence of the anionic surfactant addition on the solubility curves. The surfactant 
can influence the conformation of polyelectrolytes as humic acids. They found that the 
chemical behaviour of HAs is similar to other polyelectrolytes. It was confirmed that the 
solubility depends on pH, ionic strength and many other factors. For the experiment they used 
0.1 M sodium chloride as electrolyte solution and 0.01 M sodium dodecyl sulphate as anionic 
surfactant. The saturated solutions with various pH values were measured by UV/VIS 
spectrophotometry. It was concluded that an anionic surfactant increases the HAs solubility at 
pH < 5 and decreases it at pH > 5.  

The authors of article [34] analyzed the potentiometric behaviour of HAs in an aqueous 
medium. All observed information from this potentiometric titration curves can be used to 
understand the nature of functional groups present in the molecule and it its electrochemical 
behaviour. They carried out all titration in presence and absence of a neutral electrolyte such 
as sodium chloride. They found out the apparent pK values which was determined by using 
Henderson-Hasselbalch equation (9) 
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which is depending on the ionic strength of solution 
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In equation (9) α is degree of dissociation, 0pK  is apparent dissociation constant, n is 

constant of quantity. From the plot of pH versus 
α

α
−1

log  the 0pK  was calculated.  

 

It is known that the HAs usually contain acidic functional groups in their structure. 
Takamatsu et al. [35] found out these contents of individual functional acidic groups. In order 
to calculate pKa values they used the Henderson-Hasselbalch plot (10) 
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where At is total content of weakly acidic or very weakly acidic functional groups, θ is degree 
of neutralization, n is correction parameter of Henderson-Hasselbach plot and Ka is acid 
dissociation constant. 

The author of article [36] studied the dissolution kinetics of HAs particles by UV/VIS 
spectrophotometry and the effects of pH, temperature, stirring rate and Ca2+ concentrations. 
The dissolution mechanism is believed to be strongly related to the deprotonation of 
carboxylic and phenolic functional groups of the humic acid molecules which is caused by the 
breaking of some hydrogen bonds that are present in the HAs molecules in solid phase. The 
other cause is the increasing electrostatic repulsion among negatively charged HAs molecules. 
The dissolution rate increased by more than two orders of values by increasing the pH from 4 
to 11 in 10-3 M KCl solutions. The increasing temperature and stirring rate also increased the 
dissolution rate. Contrariwise the present of Ca2+ in the electrolyte solution decreased the 
dissolution rate at constant pH values. The dissolution mechanism is believed to be strongly 
related to the deprotonation of carboxylic and phenolic functional groups of the HAs 
molecules which is caused by the breaking of some hydrogen bonds that are present in the 
HAs molecules in solid phase. The electrostatic repulsion has large effect on the dissolution 
because they overcome attractive intermolecular force among individual molecules 
constituting HAs particles. Contrary the calcium ions block negatively charged groups of 
surface molecules and reduce electrostatic repulsion. These ions can be can play the role of 
bridges between the functional groups of two adjacent molecules and increase the attractive 
intermolecular forces.  

The big advantage of HAs is their ability to form the complex with metal, especially with 
copper (II) ion. Therefore the dissociation kinetics can be investigated on these copper (II)-
humic acid complexes using ligand spectrophotometric technique [37]. They studied the 
effect of pH, initial Cu/humic acid ratio, and electrolyte concentration and predissociation 
equilibrium time on the rates of complex dissociation. In general, it is valid that the increasing 
pH or predissociation equilibrium time decrease Cu/humic acid complex dissociation rate. As 
increasing Cu/humic acid ratio or electrolyte concentration increase Cu/humic acid 
dissociation rate.  

The scientist [38] examined the new method for characterizing HAs which is based on the 
measurement of the cobaltihexammine cation exchange capacity versus pH. They carried out 
the experiment on a macroporous weak-acid cation exchange resin and then they repeat all on 
the HAs from Podzol soil. The cobaltihexammine method is suitable for determining of 
intrinsic pK values of HAs. 
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Acid-base properties of fractionated HAs were investigated by the acid-base potentiometric 
titration by Fukushima et. al. [39]. They applied the modified Henderson-Hasselbalch 
equation (11) to experimental titration curves from which they calculated the acid group 
contents and the average values of apparent pKapp.  
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where pKapp is apparent dissociation constant and α is degree of ionization. The acid group 
contents increased with a decrease in molecular size. This suggests that the acidic group 
contents are related to the aromaticity of the humic acids.  

In the work [40] they investigated the acid-base equilibria which were characterized by 
considering ionic group heterogeneity and electrostatic effects. The dissociation constant pKi 
of the HAs could be evaluated by the continuous pK distribution model which contained two 
different types of pK distribution of functional groups. These groups caused the 
heterogeneous behaviour of humic molecules. The pKi distribution curves could be calculated 
by means of the curve-fitting parameters which was obtained by regression analyse from the 
experimental data. It was suggested that there were strong and weak acidic groups in the 
humic molecules and that they continuously deprotonate according to their pK distribution. 
The ionic strength dependence of these distribution curves confirmed the polyelectrolytic 
behaviour of the HAs. Moreover, the intrinsic dissociation constant could be evaluated by the 
electrostatic model which includes the Debye-Hückel theory. On the other hand, evaluating of 
the values of intrinsic dissociation constant was useful to identify of ionic groups in the humic 
acids.  

The content of carboxylic groups is possible to estimate by means of methylation technique 
[41]. The procedure involved methylation by diazomethane followed by base catalyzed 
hydrolysis. Then it continued by esterification with propionyl chloride. Finally it was used gas 
chromatography for analysis of formed methyl ester.  

Ephraim dealt with the non-aqueous titration of FAs and used of an internal reference 
compound as relatively simple, reliable, accurate means of obtaining information on the 
acidity spectrum of natural organic acids. Dimethylformamide with tetrabutylammonium 
hydroxide were used as the titrant and the p-hydroxidbenzoic acid as an internal reference 
compound to determine the carboxylic acid and acid hydroxyl components of FAs. The 
capacity of the non-aqueous technique to determine quantitatively acidic functions with the 
different dissociation constant was investigated by using monomeric acids such as salicylic, 
citric acids due to the resemblance to acidic functional groups which are present in the FAs 
molecule. This technique offers the simple means of comparing humic substances which 
come from the different sources [42]. 

Aleixo [43] studied the acid-base properties such as pKa values and the concentration of each 
titratable group of HAs by potentiometric studies. In this work, the linear equations in the 
treatment of titration curves led to the characterization of six titratable groups. As with 
polyprotic acids, the HAs was treated as a mixture of monotropic acids.  

Masie tried to use potentiometric titration for determination for the pKa of the ionizable sites 
in HSs in the work [44]. The analytical implications of neglecting of free electrostatic energy 
which accompanies the proton dissociation in polyelectrolytes or in humic acids. Simulated 
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titration curves of polyelectrolytes (humic acid) with known composition were generated 
according to an electrostatic model. These data were treated by method that is applied for 
characterization of weak monoprotic acids in mixtures. The variation of apparent pKa was 
calculated for the carboxylic group and phenolic groups by means of semi-empirical equation 
(12) 
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where i
intpK is intrinsic dissociation constant for titratable group of type i, Z is net charge on 

the macromolecule and wi is the electrostatic interaction parameter for type i of the titratable 
groups, xi is the average degree of dissociation of type i group. They concluded that chemical 
heterogenity among groups with the same chemical nature is the major factor governing acid-
base properties of HAs having low charge accumulation.  

In publication [45] scientists studied the behaviour of lignitic HAs in the water suspension by 
means of potentiometry. It was proposed the multi-step mechanism of solid HAs interaction 
with water, including partial equilibrium dissolution as well as direct equilibrium dissociation 
from the solid state. Only very small part of solid HAs can be dissolved and it can not give 
necessarily saturation at the same time (13). This mechanism involves both the surface-
mediated interaction and the solubility of the certain humic fraction. Their results say that the 
dissolving of solid HAs in water environment is more complex than conventional solubility 
behaviour of sparingly soluble solids.  

 

   (13) 
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where [HA(aq)] +[A-
 (aq)] is total molar concentration of dissolved HAs, kb is the proportionally 

constant, m is total weight of HAs in 1 dm3 of suspension.  

According of the multi-step scheme (13) it was deduced the equation for solution of 
equilibrium constant of partial reaction 2 which was simplified as (15)  
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where c is the concentration of H+ ions which come from the dissolved humic acid in water. 

 

Linear form of equation above (15) is:  
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The authors of article [46] studied the solubility and dissociation of four humic samples, 
including IHSS, in water and in hydrochlorid acids solution by means of potentiometry and 
UV/VIS spectrometry. Obtained experimental data were compared with hypothesis of partial 
solubility of humic acid in aqueous solution developed in their previous work [45]. Their 
results confirmed their multi-step mechanism for behaviour of humic acids after suspending 
in water although the solubility and dissociation ability of humic samples were different.  
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3. AIM OF THE WORK 

The aim of the work is to investigate the behaviour of humic substances in water and aqueous 
solutions of different ions and concentrations. The attention will be paid to shed light on their 
dissociation equilibrium and kinetics of such processes. For this purpose, humic substances 
from different sources and quality will be used.  

The determination of their behaviour will be based on the measurement of conductivity, pH 
and UV/VIS absorbance. For the chemical characterization elemental analyse, FT-IR and 
UV/VIS technique will be employed. In fact, the suspension of humic substances will be 
titrated to determine the content of the acidic functional groups. Further the values of apparent 
dissociation constants on the basis of Henderson-Hasselbalch equation and apparent activity 
coefficients in aqueous solutions will be calculated. Next step will be devoted to the study of 
dissociation and of kinetics in solutions of different ions.  

The second task of the thesis is the intensive washing up of humic acids by water to monitor 
the chemical and physical parameters of obtained sequentially extracted fractions. Again pH, 
conductivity and absorbance measurements will be carried out.   
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4. EXPERIMENTAL PART 

4.1 Used apparatuses and chemicals 
Used apparatuses 

 UV/VIS spectrophotometer Varian Cary 50 Probe 

 UV/VIS spectrophotometer Hitachi U 3300 

 FT-IR spectrometer Nicolet Impact 400 

 CHNSO Microanalyser Flash 1112 Carlo Erba (ÚSMH AVČR in Prague) 

 pH-meter Hanna  

 pH-meter Mettler Toledo 

 pH-meter SENTRON 

 conductometer Hanna HI 8820N 

 conductometer Mettler Toledo 

 

Used chemicals  

 Na4P2O4 p.a., Merck, Darmstadt, Germany 

 NaOH p.a., Merci, s.r.o., Brno, Czech Republic 

 NaCl p.a., Merci, s.r.o., Brno, Czech Republic 

 NaI p.a., Lach-Ner, s.r.o. 

 CuCl2.2H2O, Fluka Chemistry, Czech Republic 

 Distilled and MQ water 

 HCl 35% p.a., Lach-Ner, s.r.o 

 HF 

 lignite, mine Mikulčice, Czech Republic 

 humic acid Leonardite from International Humic Substances Society 

4.2 Samples of humic acids 
There were used seven types of HAs for the experiment. Their differences are based on the 
method of extraction and on their origins.  

Humic acid Leonardite is a sample which was prepared by International Humic Substances 
Society. This sample was noted like IHSS. 

Humic acid 1 and 2 were extracted from South Moravian lignite. 200 g of lignite were mixed 
with 2000 ml of 0.5 M NaOH and 0.1 M Na4P2O7. During 2 hours this mixture was stirred at 
55 °C and was separated by centrifugation at the condition of 4000 RPM and duration of 
15 minutes. After the supernatant was treated with concentrated HCl until the pH value of 1–2 
was reached in order to precipitate the HA. Than approximately 40 mL of HF was added and 
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the final solution was diluted with distilled water to 1.5 l and shaken overnight to remove the 
residual ashes. After that the sample was centrifuged, rinsed with distilled water, centrifuged 
again. Then sample was dialyzed in the dialyze tubes which had parameter of 3500 Da, 
against distilled water for one week. Distilled water was changed every day. Dialyze was 
important for removal of chloride ions. Finally humic acids were dried in freeze-drying 
device. HA 2 was extracted accurately according to the procedure mentioned above but for 
the extraction of HA 1 it was prepared only with help 0.5 M NaOH as the extraction solution 
at the beginning. These samples were noted like HA 1 and HA 2. 

Other humic acid was prepared from 60 g of lignite by the extraction solution which consisted 
of 0.1 M NaOH and 0.084 M Na4P2O7. The extraction proceeded during the whole night in 
the inert nitrogen atmosphere at the consistent agitation. The next day the solution was 
filtered through the close cloth. After the filtration the compact residue was extracted again 
but only for 60 minutes. Afterwards the filtration was carried. Both filtrates were mixed 
together and acidified by 20% HCl until pH ~ 1. The solution was kept in the refrigerator 
overnight. Then the supernatant was drained and the residue was centrifuged at the condition 
of 4000 RPM and at 10 °C. The sediment was rinsed with HCl of the concentration of 0.1–
0.2 M and pH value of 1 and then with distilled water. Finally the obtained humic acids were 
dried in the oven at 50 °C. This sample was noted like N. 

Humic acid P was obtained from the humic gel which was prepared from the humic acid N. 
The optimised procedure of preparation of humic acid gel is based on the dissolution of humic 
acid N in 0.5 M NaOH. The solution of humate was acidified the concentrated HCl to pH ~ 1 
and kept in the fridge overnight. Then the separation by centrifugation at the condition of 
4000 RPM followed, cooling at 15 °C and the duration of 10 minutes. The supernatant was 
decanted and humic gel was rinsed with water and again centrifuged. After several three 
rinsing humic gel was centrifuged 30 minutes and kept in the exsicator with water. The humic 
gel was put on the glass plate and it was slightly dried at 50 °C. Gel layers were also plasma 
chemically modified but all residues of water were evaporated during plasma chemical 
treatment. Glass plates with the humic gel were treated in the plasma reactor UPS 100 W for 
60 seconds. This plasma treatment is based on the surface barrier discharge at the operation 
frequency of 7 kHz in the dry synthetic air at atmospheric pressure. The pre-treated HAs were 
scrapped from the glass plates and this powder was used for other experiments. This sample 
was noted like P.  

Humic acid 055 and 114 come from the soil in Slovakia and they were extracted from the soil 
by IHSS procedure. HA 055 were obtained from the cambisoil and HA 114 was obtained 
from czernozem. These samples were noted like 055 and 114. 
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4.3 Methodology of measurement 

4.3.1 Elemental analysis of humic acids 
All HAs underwent the quantitative and qualitative analysis and it was established the 
elemental composition of individual samples. 

 

4.3.2 FR-IR analysis of humic acids 
Each of samples of HA was characterized by means of FT-IR spectroscopy using the 
technique of KBr pellets.  

 

4.3.3 Determination of total acidity 
This was determinated by titration of the humic samples which was performed with 1 M 
NaOH as a titrant. For titration it was used 0.5 g of HA with 25 mL of distilled water. 
pH values and conductivity were noted after each addition of 1 M NaOH. 

 

4.3.4 Determination of carboxylic acidity 
For determination of carboxylic acidity of HAS it was used the acetate method. The standard 
solution of calcium acetate was prepared by dissolution of 70.48 g of Ca(CH3COOH)2 in the 
250 mL of distilled water. 50 ml of this solution were mixed with 50 mg of HA and this 
mixture was stirred for 24 hours. After stirring overnight, the mixture was diluted by 50 mL 
of distilled water. From this solution only 25 mL was titrated by 0.1 M NaOH. pH values and 
conductivities were noted after each addition of 0.1 M NaOH during the titration when the 
acetic acid was been released. The same titration was carried out for the blank solution, i.e. 
solution of calcium acetate without humic acid [9], [11]. 

 

4.3.5 Kinetics of humic acids dissociation in aqueous solution  
The suspensions for humic acid dissociation in water were prepared from the accurate amount 
of HAs according of the table below (Tab. 2) which were put into plastic tube and embed with 
distilled water (9 mL). Whereas the humic suspensions in the solution with different ionic 
strengths contained 180 mg of HA (20 g .dm-3) and were embed with the accurate volume of 
water solutions of NaCl, NaI and CuCl2.2H2O. The concentrations of these solutions were 
0.1; 0.05; 0.01; 0.005; 0.001 M.  

All samples were stirred all the time and they were centrifuged before the measurements. 
After 2, 24, 72, 96 hours pH value and conductivity were measured. The analysis on UV/VIS 
spectrophotometer was performed on the each of samples. The UV/VIS spectra were collected 
in the range of wave lengths from 200 to 800 nm.  
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Tab. 2 The contents of HAs in samples for water suspensions 

Content of HA in samples
(g .dm-3) 

4 
12 
20 
28 
40 

 

4.3.6 UV/VIS analysis for optical properties of humic acids  
For these analyses only 5 mg of humic acid was dissolved in 0.1 NaOH and analyzed with 
UV/VIS spectrometer. The spectra were collected in the range of wave lengths from 190 to 
900 nm. The samples were immediately diluted in the ratio of 1:1 and again analyzed just like 
before.  

 

4.3.7 Washing up humic acids  
This procedure was done with content of humic acid 20 g .dm-3 and the volume of MQ-water 
was calculated in dependence on the amount of humic acids. Each of the samples was embed 
by MQ-water and after 24 hours it was centrifuged. pH and conductivity were measured after 
it. UV/VIS spectrophotometer was used for recording absorbance spectra which were 
collected in the range of wave lengths from 200 to 800 nm. These procedures were repeated 
ten times.  
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5. RESULTS AND DISSCUSION 

5.1 Characterization of solid humic acids by elemental analysis 
Six selected HAs were characterized by CHNSO Mikroanalyser Flash 1112 at ÚSMCH 
AVČR in Prague. All results which include the content of C, H, N, O, S (so-called elemental 
composition) are summarized in table below (Tab. 3). 

 

Tab. 3 Elemental composition of used HAs  

Samples C (at. %) H (at. %) N (at. %) O (at. %) S (at. %) C/O C/H ash (wt. %)
HA 1 44.29 37.19 1.05 17.23 0.24 2.57 1.19 <1  
HA 2 44.53 37.55 1.04 16.69 0.19 2.67 1.19 2.03 

N 38.99 43.65 0.92 16.11 0.34 2.42 0.89 28.78 
055 38.50 43.10 3.60 16.65 indeterm. 2.31 0.89 1.20 
114 47.81 29.49 3.40 19.46 indeterm. 2.46 1.62 0.31 

IHSS 48.08 33.22 0.79 17.69 0.21 2.72 1.45 2.58 
 

The content of C varies from 38 to almost 49 at. %. IHSS contains the most amount of C 
whereas sample 0.55 contains the least one. The content of the C is very similar for both HA 1 
and HA 2. These differences might be based on used extraction method of these samples. If it 
is compared the content of H in all samples it can be concluded that the sample N contains the 
most ones. As it is seen in Tab. 3 sample 114 contains the least amount of H. It is noticeably 
that sample 055 contains less C than sample 114, whereas humic acid 114 has less amount of 
H than humic acid 055.  

Other elements have less abundance in composition of humic acid than C and H. These 
elements form other types of functional groups in the structure of humic acids. The sample 
IHSS has distinctively the least content of N from all samples, whereas the sample 055 
contains the most ones. The content of O is very similar for samples HA 1, HA 2, 0.55. The 
least content of O has samples N, but the most one has samples 114. The content of S is much 
less than the content of N. It is seen that HA 2 contains the least amount of S. The content of 
S is much less than the content of N. It is interesting that humic acid 055 and 114 have 
different contents of all samples in there structures in comparison to other samples. This fact 
can be caused by their sources because the cambisoil and the czernozem differ with each 
other.  

Tab. 3 shows C/H and C/O ratios that are better for characterization of humic acid than single 
contents of elements and they can say more information. As you can see in the Tab. 3, the 
ration C/O is the biggest for IHSS. The ratios C/H of HA 1 and HA 2 have the same values 
after rounding but the almost same contents of H have humic acid N and 055. The biggest 
ratio C/H is for the sample 114. 
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5.2 Characterization of solid humic acids by FT-IR spectroscopy 
Seven selected humic acid were probed by FI-IR spectrometer. This method was very useful 
for the understanding of functional groups which occur in their structures. In Fig. 11, Fig. 12, 
Fig. 13 there are shown all FT-IR spectra.  

In general, lignite HAs contain more aromatic functional groups than soil HAs. From 3000 to 
3600 cm-1 there is very wide band which represents the valence vibration for – OH functional 
groups which occur in the –COOH functional groups [14]. These groups are linked to each 
other by hydrogen bonds. This valance band is typical for humic acid and mostly they efface 
other functional groups for characteristic. Other important valence band occurs from 3000 to 
2750 cm-1 which represent the valence vibration for –CH2 and –CH3. In the figures there is 
vibration band form 1800 to 1700 cm-1 which is typical for C=O occurring in –COOH 
functional groups. 

Peak 1600 cm-1 represents aromatic –C=C– vibration form aromatic ring and –C=O valence 
vibration of conjugated ketenes. From 1350 to 1450 cm-1 there are deformation vibrations for 
–CH2 and –CH3. In the region of band from 1250 to 1100 cm-1 there occur ketonic and ester 
structures and deformation vibration for phenolic –OH.  
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Fig. 11 FT-IR spectrum of lignite HA 1 and HA 2 
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Fig. 12 FT-IR spectra of humic acids 055 and 114 
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Fig. 13 FT-IR spectrum of humic acid IHSS 

 

It is seen that the plasmachemical treatment causes the splitting band of –OH stretching 
vibration between 3500 and 3200 cm-1. The reason is probably the degradation of hydrogen 
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bridges between the acidic functional groups. The results show that mainly intramolecular 
bonds are splitted by plasmachemical treatment and therefore bands of intermolecular 
polymeric hydrogen bridges appear in spectra of treated samples. The peak near 3600 cm-1 is 
probably the stretching vibration of free –OH groups. The spectra in region 3500 and 
3200 cm-1could be partially influenced by presence of amine functional groups in humic acids 
but content of nitrogen in used sample is very low (see Tab. 2), therefore these groups cannot 
cause band splitting in this part of spectra. No other changes were observed in FT-IR spectra 
of plasmachemically treated humic samples. 
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Fig. 14 FT-IR spectrum of humic acid P and N 

 

5.3 Total and carboxylic acidity of humic acids  
In general, acidity of humic acid is mostly formed by carboxylic group that determines the 
carboxylic acidity but it was also determined the total acidity.  

The carboxylic acidity was performed by acetate method (4.3.4) and titration curves for two 
selected samples are given in Fig. 15 the titration curves for two selected samples. From these 
titration curves (Fig. 15) it can be concluded that the continuance of titration and shape of all 
samples are very similar. Each of them has certain inflection point.  
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Fig. 15 Titration of humic acid by acetate method – carboxylic for HA 2 and P 

 

From the Tab. 4 it can be seen that the most acidic HAs is the sample N and contrary the least 
one is sample P. It is important to consider that sample P is plasma treated humic acid N 
therefore it can be implied that plasma treated humic acid lost their acidity. As you can see 
from (Tab. 4) humic acid IHSS contains the most amounts of –COOH groups whereas HA 2 
has the least ones. IF only samples N and P are compared each other it can observe in Tab. 4 
that sample P contains less –COOH group than N. It is caused by splitting OH functional 
group (Fig. 14). For all samples besides IHSS it can be said that the –COOH group gave 
smaller percentages to the total acidity than the –OH groups. This fact is usually opposite. It is 
confirmed only for the sample IHSS.  

 

Tab. 4 Total and carboxylic acidity of the HAs 

Sample Total acidity (mmol.g-1) COOH(mmol.g-1) 
HA 1 6.16 1.78 
HA 2 6.47 1.49 

P 4.43 1.69 
N 6.83 3.32 

IHSS 6.63 6.46 
055 indeterm. 2.48 
114 indeterm. 3.70 
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Fig. 16 reports the dependence of measured pH values and the conductivities on the additions 
of 1 M NaOH at particular humic acid mass. These dependences have almost the same 
continuances and shapes for all samples. The continuance for P is same but measured values 
of conductivities and pH are considerably higher in comparison to HA 1 at the same additions 
of 1 M NaOH. From these graphs it is seen that pH values increased during the titration but it 
reached the constant value at particular added amount of 1 M NaOH. Whereas conductivity at 
the less added amount of 1 M NaOH grew gradually and it has constantly higher values but it 
did not reach any constant one. From the first view at these dependences it is evidently that 
the measured conductivities are distinctively higher for the sample P. 
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Fig. 16 Total titration of humic acid 1 by means of 1 M NaOH for samples HA 1 and P 

 

5.4 Characterization of humic acids by ratios of optical densities 
HAs can be characterized by the using of the absorption spectra of humic samples which are 
usually recorded in UV/VIS range. This analyse, which is very useful in determining of 
chemical structure of HAs, is called absorbance ratios. The ratio A280/A665 reflects the 
proportion between the lignin structure resistant to humification and the content of material at 
the beginning stage of transformation. Whereas the ratio A280/A665 signifies the relation 
between groups resistant to the humification and the strongly humified one. The most often 
calculated and used ratio is A465/A665 (E4/6) which describes the humification index. The 
values of ratio A465/A665 are usually about 5.0 for HAs and decrease with the increasing 
molecular weight and condensation [47].  
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It has been suggested that the A465/A665 ratio is related to the degree of condensation of the 
aromatic carbon network, carbon content and molecular weight of HAs. The results of this 
characterisation show that the A465/A665 ratios of HA are: 

 governed by the particle size or molecular weight 

 affected by pH 

 correlated with free radical concentration 

 contents of C, O, COOH  

They concluded that the low ratio indicatives a relatively high degree of condensation. 
Contrary, the high ratio reflects a low degree of aromatic condensation and it shows the 
presence of relatively large proportion of aliphatic structures. The A465/A665 ratios can gain 
the values in range from 3 to 8.5 and their values are depended on the type of soil and lignite 
from which the samples were extracted [48].  

The values of absorbance ratio are given in the table Tab. 5. As you can see in the table the 
highest value of A465/A665 is for HA 1, the lowest one is for N. With reference to [48] it can be 
said that the samples N and P have the same A465/A665 ratios like the samples extracted from 
sierozem and HA 1 and HA 2 have similar absorbance ratios like the sample prepared from 
podzolic soils. When it is regarded the absorbance ratios as carbon content it can be 
concluded that HA 1 and HA 2 must contained of more C than N and P. This fact is 
confirmed by elemental analysis (Tab. 3). If the absorbance ratios describe humification index 
[47], N and P should be less humificated than HA 1 and HA 2.  

 

Tab. 5 Ratios of optical densities of HAs samples  

Samples A280/A465 A280/A665 A400/A600 A465/A665 
HA 1  4.71 35.68 6.22 7.58 
HA 2  4.65 30.65 1.42 6.59 

N  4.23 19.07 4.63 4.50 
P  4.19 18.98 4.59 4.53 

 

5.5 Henderson-Hasselbalch plot 
Henderson-Hasselbalch equation is usually used for determination of apparent dissociation 
constants.  

Henderson-Hasselbalch plot is written in the publication [40] like equation (17)  

 
α

α
−

−=
1

lognppH appK  (17) 

where appKp  is negative logarithm of apparent dissociation constant and α is the degree of 
dissociation.  

The degree of dissociation α can be expressed from the experimental data of titration curves 
for total acidity which is shown below (18) 
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where cNaOH, VNaOH is the molar concentration and volume of stock solution, Vsusp is volume 
of suspension before titration, [ ]+H  is concentration of H+, bc is total acidity and gHA is 
amount of HA for the titration. 

Henderson-Hasselbalch plot is not the equation (18) but the curve where pH is depending 
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1
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In Fig. 17 there is shown only linear part of dependence. Then the appKp  values are calculated 
by means of regression line.  
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Fig. 17 Henderson-Hasselbalch plot of samples HA 1 

 

If only the samples HA 1, HA 2, N and P are compared it can be said that the sample P is the 
least acidic whereas the N is the most acidic one. These values agree with the Tab. 4. The 

apppK value of P is the biggest one whereas for N it is the smallest one (Tab. 6). The apppK  
values of samples 055 and 114 could not be calculated because total acidity was not 
determinated.  
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Tab. 6 The apparent dissociation constant of samples, all values are average 

Sample pKapp Kapp 
HA 1 7.99 1.02.10-8 
HA 2 7.50 3.17.10-8 

N 6.63 2.34.10-7 
P 9.13 7.50.10-10 

 

In Fig. 18 there is plotted a dependence of pH vs. α. As you can see that the α values increase 
with increasing pH values and they reach the constant values of α at the particular pH value. 
The values of pKapp must be regarded as apparent due to the nature and the content of 
different type of functional groups in their structures and behaviour of humic acids. 
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Fig. 18 The dependence of pH on the degree of dissociation for sample P 
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5.6 Acidic properties of humic acids 

5.6.1 Dissociation equilibrium of humic acids 
In the publication [45] it was deduced the scheme showing the continuance of dissociation of 
humic acid which has a multistage mechanism. Our samples were proved if they satisfy this 
mechanism. 

Fig. 19 shows the linear dependent of c on m/c which confirms this fact experimentally and it 
means that the dissociation of analyzed samples corresponds to the scheme of humic acid 
dissociation listed above [45]. 
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Fig. 19 The dependence of c on m/c of N suspension in water after 24 hours 

 

In Tab. 7 there are listed the values of K2 and kb for all samples. The K2 values were deducted 
from the regression line equations whereas the kb values were calculated according to the 
equation (16). The values K2 apply to cst = 1 mol .dm-3.  

It must regard the values of K2 and kb as the apparently values because this multistage model 
works only with the acidic functional groups that are equivalent. This condition does not 
confirmed by used HAs. As listed previously HAs contain a lot of kind of acidic functional 
groups in their structures and their strengths are influenced by the surroundings. 
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Tab. 7 The values of equilibrium constant of partial reaction 2 and proportionally constant  

Sample K2 kb (dm3.g-1)

HA 1 5.012.10-4 2.484.10-5 

HA2 2.756.10-4 2.364.10-5 

N 3.600.10-3 4.110.10-4 

P 2.594.10-3 2.070.10-4 

055 1.572.10-3 1.730.10-5 

114 2.140.10-3 3.080.10-5 

 

5.6.2 Effect of condition on dissociation of humic acids 

5.6.2.1 Dissociation of humic acids in water 
For dissociation behaviour of humic acid in water their suspensions were prepared which 
contain different content of humic acids. After equilibrium pH values, conductivities and UV-
VIS spectra of these suspension were observed.  

In Fig. 20  shows the decreasing continuances of all dependences. The greater content of 
humic acid in the suspension corresponds to the smaller pH values. HA 1 and HA 2 have 
similar pH values but the pH values for HA 2 are the greatest ones from the samples. Whereas 
pH values for N are the smallest ones. These differences can be caused by the type of 
extraction of the humic acid.  

If the measured conductivites are compared for all samples (Fig. 21) it can be said that the 
values of conductivity for HA 1 and HA 2 are markedly different than values of conductivity 
for N and P. The values of conductivity increase with the growing content of humic acid in 
the suspensions. 

In Fig. 22 and Fig. 23 there are shown the dependences of absorbance at 400 nm on the 
content of the humic acid in the samples. As you can see that the highest absorbance values 
are for HA 2 and the lowest ones are for P. Generally, the absorbance increases with the 
increasing content of the humic acids in the samples. In the graph (Fig. 23) there is plotted the 
dependence of absorbance at 600 nm on the content of sample 114. The absorbance values at 
400 nm were subjected to error, therefore the absorbances at 600 nm were been read off. 
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Fig. 20 The dependence of pH values on the content of humic acid in water suspension after 
24 hours  
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Fig. 21 The dependence of conductivity on the content of humic acid in water suspension after 
24 hours  
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Fig. 22 The dependence of absorbance on the content of the humic acid in water suspension 
after 24 hours 
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Fig. 23 The dependence of absorbance on the content of the humic acid 114 in the water 
suspension after 24 hours 
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Fig. 25 reports the absorbance spectra for P and N where the content of sample was 12 g.dm-3. 
From this figure it is again seen that the absorbance of P at 400 nm is higher than for N. 
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Fig. 24 UV/VIS spectra of samples P a N for content in suspensions 12 g .dm-3 after 24 hours  

 

5.6.2.2 Dissociation of humic acids in the solution of sodium chloride 
Next task was humic acid dissociation in the solutions of NaCl that had different 
concentrations but the content of HAs was always 20 g .dm-3 in the samples. 

Fig. 25 shows pH dependences on the concentration of relevant NaCl solution. Dissociation 
of HA 1 and HA 2 runs in the higher pH values than for N and P. The pH values of HA 1 and 
HA 2 do not differ each other. From this picture it is also seen that pH values decrease with 
the increasing NaCl concentrations, so humic acid dissociation decrease with the increasing 
ionic strengths. 

In Fig. 26 are given the dependences of conductivity on the concentration of NaCl solution 
and it is seen that the conductivities of humic samples increase with the concentration of NaCl 
solution. The continuance of these conductivity dependences is linear and this rise is mainly 
caused by the conductivity of NaCl solution itself that by HAs dissociation in this solution. It 
is remarkable that the conductivities of N and P are far higher than for HA 1 and HA 2. If the 
conductivities of N and P are compared it observed that the measured conductivities of P are 
higher than for N. This fact is due to plasma pre-treated of P and also the self-conductivity of 
HAs.  
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Fig. 25 The dependence of pH on the concentration of the NaCl solution and the comparison 
of humic acid dissociation in water and in NaCl solution after 24 hours 
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Fig. 26 The dependence of conductivity on the concentration of the NaCl solution after 
24 hours 
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Fig. 27 The dependence of absorbance on the concentration of NaCl solution after24 hours 
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Fig. 28 The comparison of absorbance spectra for HA 1 in water sample 20 g .dm-3 and in 
NaCl solutions after 24 hours 

In Fig. 27 there are plotted the absorbance dependence at 400 nm on the increasing ionic 
strength of NaCl solutions. It is confirmed that humic acid dissociation decreases with the 
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increasing concentration of solution. If the measured absorbances at 400 nm were compared it 
can be said the highest ones are for HA 2, contrary the smallest ones are for N. The pH values 
of HA 1 and HA 2 are almost identical whereas the values absorbance of HA 1 and HA 2 
differ very distinctively, it can be depended on the extraction solutions. Fig. 28 shows 
absorbance spectra for HA 1 in water and in NaCl solution. It is observed the absorbance 
changes with wavelength.  

 

5.6.2.3 Dissociation of humic acids in the solution of sodium iodide 
Next study was the humic acid dissociation in NaI solution. The humic acid suspensions were 
prepared by same way like humic suspensions in NaCl solution.  

From the pH dependences on the concentration of NaI solutions (Fig. 29) it can be said same 
conclusion like for the humic acid suspension in NaCl solution. The dissociation (pH values) 
decreases with increasing ionic strength of NaI solutions. For HA 1 and HA 2 the changes of 
pH values are more visible than for N and P by which pH values change only slightly. In 
comparison to behaviour of humic acid in water, humic acid dissociation in water is again 
more effective than in NaI solution. 
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 Fig. 29 The dependence of pH on the concentration of the NaI solution and the comparison of 
humic acid dissociation in water and in NaI solution after 24 hours 

 

The dependences of conductivities on the concentration of NaI solutions (Fig. 30) shows that 
the conductivities increase linearly with increasing ionic strength of NaI solutions. Its rise is 
again caused by own conductivity of salt in the solution.  
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Fig. 30 The dependence of conductivity on the concentration of the Nal solution after 24 
hours 

 

The dependence of measured absorbances at 400 nm (Fig. 31) has more distinct decreasing 
continuance for HA 1 and HA 2. For the samples N and P the changes of absorbance are not 
so prominent. At first sight they can seem constant in comparison to HA 1 and HA 2  

It is possible to say that the humic acid dissociation decrease with ionic strength of NaI 
solutions. From all these conclusion it can be deduced that pH values of HA 1 and HA 2 do 
not differ practically but the differences in the absorbance values are much high. This is 
depended on the way of preparation, on extraction agents.  

The HAs dissociation is facilitated just in NaI solution than in NaCl but the differences 
between dissociation in NaCl and NaI solution are only minimal. The HAs dissociation in NaI 
solution is easier due to its behaviour and nature. NaI solution behaves like chaotropic agent 
which facilitates the dissolution of poorly soluble compounds.  
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Fig. 31 The dependence of absorbance on the concentration of NaI solution after 24 hours 

 

5.6.2.4 Dissociation of humic acids in the solution of dihydrate of copper dichloride 
Further, it was observed the humic acid dissociation in the CuCl2.2H2O solution. The content 
of HA in samples and the concentration of solution were the same like for humic suspensions 
with NaCl and NaI solutions.  

Humic acid dissociation in CuCl2.2H2O solutions runs at lower pH values in comparison with 
dissociation in NaCl and Nal solutions. The dissociation decreases with the increasing ionic 
strength of CuCl2.2H2O solution (Fig. 32). In comparison with the dissociation in water, it is 
less effective than in water. The pH values for suspensions HA 1 and HA 2 decreased fewer 
than 2 at maximal ionic strengths. Their values are even smaller than for N and P. The 
continuances of dependence for suspension N and P are not constant at first sight how it was 
obvious in case of NaCl and NaI solutions.  
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Fig. 32 The dependence of conductivity on the concentration of the CuCl2.2H2O solution and 
the comparison of humic acid dissociation in water and in CuCl2.2H2O solution after 
24 hours 
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Fig. 33 The dependence of conductivity on the concentration of the CuCl2.2H2O solution 
after 24 hours 
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Fig. 33 shows the dependence of conductivities on the concentration of CuCl2.2H2O 
solutions. The conductivities increase with increasing concentration of CuCl2.2H2O solutions. 
In comparison with the conductivities of humic suspensions in NaCl and NaI solution it is 
seen that the values of conductivities are much higher at the same concentration of solutions. 
The conductivities for the samples N, P are double high than for the HA 1 and HA 2. 

From the dependence of absorbance on the concentration of CuCl2.2H2O solutions (Fig. 34) it 
is seen that humic acid dissociation decreases with increasing ionic strength of solutions. The 
continuance of dissociation for the sample N appears to be constant compared to HA 1 and 
HA 2 where it is decreasing with the increasing concentration of CuCl2.2H2O solutions. The 
absorbance values of HA 2 are again higher than for HA 1. It can be connected to the type of 
extraction.  
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Fig. 34 The dependence of absorbance on the concentration of CuCl2.2H2O solution after 
24 hours 

 

5.6.2.5 Comparison of humic acids dissociation in different solutions 
Fig. 35 shows the dependences of pH in all solution for the sample HA 1. It can be seen that 
the pH values decrease with the increasing ionic strength of all medium. The continuance of 
the dependences is decreasing. The pH values are very similar for NaCl and NaI solution 
whereas they differ in CuCl2.2H2O solution.  

In Fig. 36 is given the dependence of pH on the concentration of NaCl and NaI solution for 
samples N and P. The pH values are almost the same in NaCl and NaI solution. But if pH 
values of P and N are compared, they are different.   
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Fig. 35 The comparison of pH values in all solution for HA 1 after 24 hours 
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Fig. 36 The comparison of behaviour for N and P in NaCl and NaI solutions after 24 hours 
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In Fig. 37 there are plotted the dependence of conductivity on ionic strength of medium. The 
values of conductivities are almost same for NaCl and NaI solution but they are totally 
different in CuCl2.2H2O solution. In general, the conductivity increases with increasing ionic 
strength of solution. 
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Fig. 37 The comparison of conductivities for HA 1 in all solutions after 24 hours 

 

From the dependence of absorbance at 400 nm on concentration of all solution for HA 2 (Fig. 
38) it is seen that the values of absorbance are a little higher for NaI solution than for NaCl 
solution. This is caused by the fact that the NaI solution behaves like chaotropic agent and it 
supports solubility of HAs in samples. The absorbance change mostly in CuCl2.2H2O solution 
and they decrease with the increasing ionic strengths of medium. In the absorbance spectra 
(Fig. 39) there is confirmed the fact that the absorbances have higher values in NaI solution 
than in NaCl. 
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Fig. 38 The comparison of absorbance for HA 2 in all solutions after 24 hours 
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Fig. 39 The UV/VIS spectra for HA 1 in NaCl and NaI medium after 24 hours 
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5.6.3 Activity coefficients of acidic functional groups present in humic samples 
Next the activity coefficients of acidic functional group in HAs samples were determinated. 
The results were calculated from measured pH values of HAs dissociation in aqueous 
solutions of salts. 

For the calculation of activity coefficientit it was used procedure from the book [49] that it 
takes into account the equation of chemical potential (19) 

 K== ±νμμB   (19) 

where Bμ  is the chemical potential of the salt, ±μ  is the mean chemical potential of ions 
present in salt, ν  is the total number of ions rising by total dissociation of one molecule and 
K  is constant. 

After simplification (19) mean activity coefficient of ions can be calculated according to 
equation (20) 

 SKc =±±γ   (20) 

where ±c  is the molar concentration and ±γ  is the mean activity coefficient of ions. SK  is the 
constant that not identical with the constant K . 

SK  must be determinated by means of extrapolation at zero value of concentration where 
1=±γ . Afterwards it was plotted the dependence of ±c/1  on the square of ionic strength 

which is defined by relation below. 
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where ic  is the molar concentration of appropriate ion and iz  is its valence. 

The obtained dependence is linear in the region of low concentrations and it allows the 
reliable extrapolation from which this equation follows (22) 
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The express formulation (23) is obtained after the editing (22) 

 
±

± =
c
KS  γ   (23) 

 

In Fig. 40 there is plotted the dependence of ±c/1  on square of ionic strength for the sample P 
in NaCl solution.  
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Fig. 40 The dependence of 1/c on I1/2 for humic acid P in NaCl solution  
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Fig. 41 The dependence of mean activity coefficients on the concentration of H+ ions in NaCl 
suspensions with humic acids 
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In Fig. 41, Fig. 42, Fig. 43 there are shown the dependences of calculated mean activity 
coefficients on the concentrations of H+ for all samples in NaCl, NaI and CuCl2.2H2O 
solutions. From the graphs (Fig. 41, Fig. 42) it can be seen that the values of mean activity 
coefficient are almost identical for NaCl and NaI suspension. Their values for HA 1 and HA 2 
are in range from 0.02 to 2 whereas for the samples N and P the values are from 0.07 to 0.2. 
The continuances of these dependences are hardly decreasing with increasing concentration of 
H+. For samples N and P it can be seem to be only slightly decreasing up to constant. The 
mean activity coefficients for N and P are totally different from mean activity coefficients of 
HA 1 and HA 2. 
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Fig. 42 The dependence of mean activity coefficients on the concentration of H+ ions in NaI 
suspensions with humic acids 

 

The values of the mean activity coefficients are again in range from 0 to 2 for samples HA1 
and HA 2 in CuCl2.2H2O solutions (Fig. 43). From this graph it is seen that the mean activity 
coefficient of N and P are not so different from HA 1 and HA 2 ones. The continuance of 
dependence (Fig. 43) is very similar to the situation in NaCl and NaI solutions (Fig. 41, Fig. 
42).  

Fig. 44 shows mean activity coefficients in all solutions and it can be said that the values of 
mean activity coefficients are the lowest for CuCl2.2H2O solution at the low concentration of 
H+ whereas the mean activity coefficients are higher at higher concentration for NaCl and NaI 
solutions. The values of mean activity coefficients for HA 1 and HA 2 are almost identical in 
NaCl and NaI. 
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Fig. 43 The dependence of mean activity coefficients on the concentration of H+ ions in 
CuCl2.2H2O suspensions with humic acids 
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Fig. 44 The comparison of dependence of mean activity coefficients on the concentration of 
H+ ions in CuCl2.2H2O, NaCl and in NaI suspension for HA 1 and HA 2 

 

The same behaviour and results like for HA 1 and HA 2 were confirmed for the samples N 
and P in solutions of different salts (Fig. 45). The values of mean activity coefficients are 

γ 
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almost identical for NaCl and NaI solutions whereas they differ in CuCl2.2H2O solution at 
low the concentrations of H+. It can be caused by reaction of copper (II) ion with HAs 
therefore it can be seen the shift of values in comparison to NaCl and NaI suspensions.  
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Fig. 45 The comparison of dependence of mean activity coefficients on the concentration of 
H+ ions in CuCl2.2H2O, NaCl and in NaI suspension for P and N 

 

As you can see in the graphs above, the values of mean activity coefficients lie in one curve. 
This fact did not confirm for one used humic acid in diploma thesis [50] where they create the 
similar curve. It can be caused by the sources of samples. Our samples were from the lignite 
therefore the same values of mean activity coefficient were calculated. If the activity 
coefficients are determinated it is necessary to consider that the values are only apparent 
because the calculated activity coefficient are mean values included all acidic functional 
group about the different strength of surroundings. It assumes that the close surroundings of 
every dissociated acidic functional group represent anion with the negative charge.  

γ 
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5.6.4 Kinetics of humic acids dissociation 

5.6.4.1 Kinetics of humic acids dissociation in water  
Fig. 46 shows the dependence of pH values on time for N and P in water suspension. There is 
slightly decrease of pH during 24 hours and consequently the curves are almost constant. It is 
seen that pH values decreases with in the increasing content of humic acid in samples. In the 
picture (Fig. 47) there is plotted the dependence of conductivity on time. It is observed that 
the conductivities increase during 48 hours and then they are at the constant values. The 
conductivites of samples 055 and 114 are considerable different in conductivities. It can be 
caused by different source of samples. 114 was extracted from czernozem whereas 055 from 
cambisoil.  
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Fig. 46 The dependence of pH on time for samples N and P in water suspension  

 

From the conductivity dependences on time for N and P (Fig. 48) it is seen that the 
conductivities of samples increase with the increasing content of humic acid in suspension. If 
the conductivities at the content of 4 g.dm-3 humic acids are compared it is seen that they are 
the highest for samples N and P whereas they are the smallest ones for 055 and HA 114 (Fig. 
47, Fig. 48). These differences may be caused by the fact that the first ones were from lignite 
and the second ones were extracted from soil.  
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Fig. 47 The dependence of conductivity on the time for humic concentration 4 g .dm-3 in 
water suspension 
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Fig. 48 The dependence of the conductivity on time for N and P in water suspension 
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In Fig. 49, Fig. 50 there are plotted the dependences of absorbances on time where the 
absorbances increase with the increasing content of humic acid in samples. The rise of 
absorbances is not so prominent with the time for the samples HA 1, HA 2 and 055 like for P. 
The rise of absorbance seems to be linearly increasing for the sample P whereas dependences 
for N are almost constant. The absorbance values at 400 nm range from 0 to 0.2 for N, 
however they get over 1 for other samples. From the dependence of absorbances on time it is 
seen that the plasma treatment supports more the solubility of non-dissociated structures – the 
breakdown of agglomerates. If the pH values and conductivities are compared for the samples 
N and P, they are very similar whereas the differences between the absorbances are much 
higher. 
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Fig. 49 The dependence of absorbance on time for HA 1, HA 2, 055 in water suspension  
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Fig. 50 The dependence of absorbance on time for N and P in water suspension 

 

5.6.4.2 Kinetics of humic acids dissociation in sodium chloride 
The absorbance dependence on time for N and P in NaCl solution (Fig. 51) shows (Fig. 51) 
that the pH values decrease slightly after 24 hours and then it settled down on constant values. 
The pH values increase or decrease a little at the longer times. Next it can be seen that the pH 
value increases with the decreasing concentration of NaCl solutions. The measured pH values 
for the sample P occur in completely different region of pH values than for the sample N. 

In the Fig. 52 there are shown the conductivity dependences on time which do not have fixed 
constant values. The slightly decrease of conductivity sets in HA 1 suspension in 0.1 M NaCl 
after 24 hours but after longer time it is seen the rise and then again the decrease of 
conductivities at constant values. Contrariwise it is observed the slight rise of conductivity for 
humic acid samples at 0.05 M NaCl after 24 hours and then there is the decrease which sets in 
the particular value of conductivity. It may be said that the conductivity increases with the 
increasing ionic strength of NaCl solutions. 

In the Fig. 53, Fig. 54 are there is clearly seen the rise of the absorbances with time in humic 
suspension with NaCl solution. It can be concluded that the absorbance increases with the 
decreasing ionic strength of NaCl solution.  
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Fig. 51 The dependence of pH on time for P and N in NaCl solution 
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Fig. 52 The dependence of conductivity on time for HA 1 and HA 2 in NaCl solution 
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Fig. 53 The dependence of absorbance on time for HA 1 and HA 2 in NaCl solution 
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Fig. 54 The dependence of absorbance on time for P in NaCl solution 
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5.6.4.3 Kinetics of humic acids dissociation in sodium iodide 
From the plotted dependence of pH on time for the humic suspensions in NaI solution (Fig. 
55) it is seen the same facts like for NaCl solution. The pH values change only minimally 
with the time. In general, it increases with the decreasing concentration of NaI solution. The 
values of pH are completely different for the sample N and P. By some concentration of NaI 
solution it is noted the slightly rise or the decrease of pH after a few hours but it sets in 
constant value of pH in particular time.  
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Fig. 55 The dependence of pH on time for P and N in NaI solution 

 

In the Fig. 56 it is seen that the conductivities are constant after a few hours. But there is a 
visible rise after 192 hours which is again the change for setting down on the original 
conductivity. The changes of conductivity are mainly caused by the concentration of NaI 
solution, when the conductivity decreases with the decreasing concentration of it.  

Fig. 57 and Fig. 58 show the dependences of absorbance on time for humic suspension in NaI 
solution where the absorbances of samples increase with longer time and with decreasing 
concentration of NaI solution. The measured values of absorbances for N are far lower than 
for the sample P (Fig. 58). It can be due the plasma treatment of the sample P.  
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Fig. 56 The dependence of conductivity on time for HA 1 and HA 1 in NaI solution 
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Fig. 57 The dependence of absorbance on time for HA 1 in NaI solution 
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Fig. 58 The dependence of absorbance on time for N and P in NaI solution 

 

5.6.4.4 Comparison of dissociation kinetics of humic acids in sodium chloride and sodium 
iodide solutions 
From the graph (Fig. 59) it is seen that the pH values for samples are almost the same in 
particular concentration of NaCl and NaI solutions. But the pH values are a little different for 
N and P at same ionic strength of medium. It can be observed that the pH values decreased 
minimally after 24 hours for samples. 

When pH values of sample in NaCl and NaI solution are compared, it can be said the humic 
dissociation is easier in NaI solution. This solution behaves like chaotropic agent to facilitate 
the dissociation of worse soluble compounds.  

In the Fig. 60, Fig. 61 there are plotted the conductivity dependence on time for HA 1 and P 
in NaCl and NaI solution. The conductivities did not change distinctively with increasing 
time. The dependences of conductivity on time do not inform about the humic dissociation 
because the conductivity of dissociated humic acid contribute very small part to total 
conductivity. The values of conductivity decrease with decreasing ionic strengths of medium.  
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Fig. 59 The dependence of pH on time for N and P in NaCl and NaI solutions 
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Fig. 60 The dependence of conductivity on time for HA 1 in NaCl and NaI solutions 
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Fig. 61 The dependence of conductivity on time for P in NaCl and NaI solution 

 

From the pictures (Fig. 62, Fig. 63) it is seen that the absorbance increases with the time. The 
continuance of dependence for HA 1 (Fig. 62) is almost linear in these solutions. The 
absorbance values increase with decreasing ionic strength of medium. If dissociation in NaCl 
and NaI solution for HA 1 dissociation is observed, it can be concluded that the dissociation is 
higher in NaI solution. 
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Fig. 62 The absorbance dependence on time for HA 1 in NaCl and NaI solutions 
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Fig. 63 The absorbance dependence on time for P and N in NaCl and NaI solutions 

 

In  Fig. 63 there are shown the absorbance dependences on time for N and P. The continuance 
of this dependence is linear for P whereas it changes very little for P. The rate of humic 
dissociation is higher for P in all solutions.  

 

5.6.4.5 Kinetics of humic acids dissociation in dihydrate of copper dichloride 
In Fig. 64, Fig. 65 there are shown the dependence of pH values on time for HA 2 in 
CuCl2.2H2O solutions. Its continuance is slightly decreasing during 144 hours and finally the 
pH values set down on the constant values. The pH values did not change and they seem to be 
constant with time in case of sample P (Fig. 65). In general, the pH values increase with the 
decreasing ionic strength of CuCl2.2H2O solution. 

In humic suspensions with CuCl2.2H2O solution there is high influence of hydrolysis of 
CuCl2.2H2O. The hydrolysis of CuCl2.2H2O decrease the pH of system and also it is apparent 
reverse the logic of this behaviour. It means that the lower ionic strength inhibits mostly 
dissociation, i.e. the pH is the highest, but the values of pH are affected by the hydrolysis of 
CuCl2.2H2O which decreases the pH therefore the increase of ionic strength decreases the pH 
values in this case not due to dissolution of humic acid but due to the CuCl2.2H2O hydrolysis. 
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Fig. 64 The dependence of pH on time for HA 2 in CuCl2.2H2O solution 
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Fig. 65 The dependence of pH on time for P in CuCl2.2H2O solution 

 

From the dependences of conductivity on time (Fig. 66, Fig. 67) it is observed that they are 
almost constant after 24 hours. The small changes of conductivity may be only small 
deviation from the constant values. It is again confirmed that the conductivity decreases with 
the decreasing ionic strength of CuCl2.2H2O solution. 
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Fig. 66 The dependence of conductivity on time for N in CuCl2.2H2O solution  
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Fig. 67 The dependence of conductivity on time for HA 1 in CuCl2.2H2O solution 
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The continuances of absorbance dependences on time for the samples in CuCl2.2H2O solution 
(Fig. 68) are similar to dependences in NaCl and NaI solution. On the other hand it is very 
interesting that the absorbances for N are higher than for P at the same ionic strengths of 
medium. It was reversely in the NaCl and NaI solution. The measured absorbances are very 
small values for P and N. It must be caused by Cu(II) that has very high affinity to humic acid 
and this complementation inhibits the solubility. This fact affects the different behaviour from 
suspension NaCl and NaI. It is based on type of bond occurring between NaI and humic acid 
where ionic bond is whereas between Cu and humic acid there is the coordinate-covalent 
bond.  
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Fig. 68 The dependence of absorbance on time for N and P in CuCl2.2H2O solution 

 

5.7 Washing up of humic acids  
Seven selected humic acids were washing up by MQ-water. The content of humic acid in the 
samples was 20 g .dm-3. These samples were washing up ten times by MQ-water and it was 
observed own continuance of humic washing up.  

In Fig. 69, Fig. 70, Fig. 71 there are plotted the dependences of pH on number washing up. It 
can be seen that the pH increases after each washing up. After first washing up the measured 
pH values were very low but after the second washing up it was observed faster rise of pH. 
After next washings up it was seen slower rise of pH. The pH values differ to each other after 
24 hours.  After last washing up pH values reached 5.5 in the case of HA 2 and P. The 
measured pH values of HA 1 and HA 2 differ one another only minimally as well as IHSS 
and 055.  
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Fig. 69 The dependence of pH on the washing up for HA 1 and HA 2 
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Fig. 70 The dependence of pH on the washing up for 055, 114 and IHSS  
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Fig. 71 The dependence of pH on the washing up for N and P 
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Fig. 72 The dependence of conductivity on the washing up for N, P and 114 

 

After the first washing up the measured conductivities were very high. The conductivity 
values were about 180 μS .cm-1 for HA 1 and HA 2 whereas for N a P about 3000 μS.cm-1. 

μ 
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After the second washing up their values were rapidly decreased. This sharp step is seen in 
Fig. 73 and Fig. 74. Then the conductivities changed only minimally and it seems almost 
constant in the graph dependence. Fig. 74 and Fig. 75 show the dependence of -log G on 
washing up number. If these figures are compared with Fig. 69, Fig. 70, Fig. 71 it is seen 
concluded that the dependences have similar continuance one another. The pH values and       
-logG increase with increasing washing up number.  
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Fig. 73 The dependence of conductivity on the washing up for HA 1, HA 2, IHSS, 055 
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Fig. 74 The dependence of –log G on the number of washing up for samples HA 1, HA 2, 
IHSS and 055  
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Fig. 75 The dependence of –log G on the number of washing up for N, P and 114 
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Fig. 76 The dependence of absorbance on the washing up for HA 1, HA 2, 055 and IHSS 

 

In Fig. 76, Fig. 77  there are plotted the absorbance dependence on time and it is seen the 
sharp decrease for HA 1 HA 2 after the first washing up than for other samples. Then the 
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absorbance did not change so much and they became almost constant. Contrariwise it is not 
observed any sharp decrease in absorbance dependence for IHSS and 055. Their absorbances 
decrease in certain steps after every washing up (Fig. 76, Fig. 77). It seems be linear. In the 
figure (Fig. 77) the values of absorbances are different for N and P. The continuances of 
dependences are slightly decreasing for samples. Some increases of absorbance and decreases 
are observed in Fig. 77 that are influenced by fluctuation of error.  
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Fig. 77 The dependence of absorbance on the washing up for N and P 
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6. CONCLUSION 

The presented work deals with the behaviour of HAs in aqueous solutions. The study aimed at 
dissociation and solubility of humic acid both in water and in salt solutions having different 
ionic strengths. The studied humic acid originated from lignite and also from soils. The main 
used methods of investigation were conductometry, potentiometry and UV-VIS spectroscopy.  

Firstly, all samples were characterized by different methods and it was found that every 
humic acid contains different amount of basic elements. In particular, if we compare FT-IR 
spectra of samples N and P, it was observed that plasmachemical treatment caused splitting 
band of hydroxide group stretching vibration in molecules. The reason was probably the 
degradation of hydrogen bridges between the acidic functional groups. Next it was interesting 
that only humic acid IHSS contained more carboxylic groups in structures than hydroxide 
ones. Other humid acids had the opposite situation.  

Secondly, it was calculated apparent dissociation constants of samples according the 
Henderson-Hasselbalch plot. In terms of it can be said that the sample P was the least acidic 
whereas the N was the most acidic one. These results were confirmed also by results from 
determination of total acidity of humic acids. It was again observed the effect of plasma on 
humic acid structures.  

Thirdly, the dissociation equilibriums of humic acid in water were proved. All obtained data 
were compared with previously suggested multi-steps mechanism of humic acid dissociation 
and corresponded to such mechanism. 

Fourthly, the apparent activity coefficients of acidic functional groups in humic molecules 
were calculated. The values of mean activity coefficients for N and P are totally different 
from the mean activity coefficients of HA 1 and HA 2 in NaCl and NaI suspension. In 
CuCl2.2H2O suspensions it can be observed the shift of values of mean activity coefficient in 
comparison to NaCl and NaI ones. This fact might be caused by reaction of Cu(II) ion with 
humic acids. 

Fifthly, it was studied the solubility and dissociation of humic acids both in water and in 
aqueous solutions of salts. Water made the best environment and condition for own 
dissociation of humic acids. As a result it was confirmed that the humic acid dissociation in 
aqueous solution decreases with the increasing contents of humic acid in water suspensions as 
well as in aqueous solutions of salts with the increasing ionic strength.  

Finally, the study was interested in washing up of humic acid. The pH values and the 
conductivities of humic acid samples increased with the increasing washing up number. The 
highest changes of pH and conductivities were observed after the second washing up.  
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8. LIST OF SYMBOLS 

A absorbance 

a activity 

bc total acidity of humic acid 

c molar concentration 

G conductivity 

gHA weight of humic acid on titration 

I ionic strength 

K dissociation constant 

kb proportionality constant 

m total weight of humic acid in 1 dm3 in suspension 

pH pH value 

s slope of line 

t time 

T transmittance 

V volume 

α degree of dissociation 

γ mean activity coefficient of ions 

λ  wavelength of radiation 

ν wavenumber 
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9. LIST OF ABBREVIANTIONS  

055 humic acid extracted from the cambisoil 

114  humic acid extracted from the czernozem  

DOSY NMR diffusion ordered nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy 

Fas fulvic acids 

FT Fourier transformation 

HA 1 lignitic HA prepared by means of 0.5 M NaOH and 0.1 M Na4P2O7 

HA 2 lignitic HA prepared only by means of 0.5 M NaOH  

HAs humic acids 

HSs humic substances 

IHSS humic acid prepared by International Humic Substances Society 

IR infrared region of electromagnetic radiation  

IR infrared region of electromagnetic radiation 

N non plasma treated humic acid 

N MRnuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy 

P plasma pre-treated humic acid 

RPM revolution per minute 

SOM soil organic matter 

UV ultraviolet region of electromagnetic radiation 

VIS visible region elektromagnetic radiation 
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